In rats, navigating through an environment requires continuous information about objects 82 near the head. Sensory information such as object location and surface texture are encoded by 83 spike firing patterns of single neurons within rat barrel cortex. Although there are many studies 84 using single unit electrophysiology, much less is known regarding the spatiotemporal pattern of 85 activity of populations of neurons in barrel cortex to whisker stimulation. To examine cortical 86 response at the population level, we used voltage sensitive dye (VSD) imaging to examine 87 ensemble spatial-temporal dynamics of barrel cortex in response to stimulation of single or two 88 adjacent whiskers in urethane anesthetized rats. Single whisker stimulation produced a post-89 stimulus fluorescence response peak within 12-16 ms in the barrel corresponding to the 90 stimulated whisker (principal whisker). This fluorescence subsequently propagated throughout 91 the barrel field, spreading anisotropically preferentially along a barrel row. Following paired 92 whisker stimulation, the VSD signal showed sub-linear summation (less than the sum of two 93 single whisker stimulations), consistent with previous electrophysiological and imaging studies. 94 Surprisingly, we observed a spatial shift in the center of activation occurring over a 10-20 ms 95 period with shift magnitudes of 1-3 barrels. This shift occurred predominantly in the 96 posteromedial direction within the barrel field. Our data thus reveal previously unreported 97 spatiotemporal patterns of barrel cortex activation. We suggest that this non-topographic shift is 98 consistent with known functional and anatomical asymmetries in barrel cortex and that it may 99 provide an important insight for understanding barrel field activation during whisking behavior. 100 101
INTRODUCTION 104
In rodents, the topographic single whisker to single cortical barrel relationship has long 105 been recognized as a principle of cortical functional organization (Woolsey and have given us tremendous understanding of single neuron behavior in barrel cortex, we lack a 120 good understanding of the spatiotemporal profile of the population response across the whisker 121 barrel field, something which is extremely relevant for understanding cortical activity during 122 whisking behavior in rodents that actively move their whiskers. 123
To examine the population response of barrel cortex in rats, we have used the voltage 124 sensitive dye (VSD) imaging method to provide high spatial and temporal resolution 125 by a single principal whisker, but respond equally well to 2 or 3 whiskers. This raises the 136 possibility of differences in spatiotemporal activation profiles between these two species. 137
Whether multi-whisker stimulation in the rat leads to facilitation or suppression at the population 138 level remains unclear (although see Kleinfeld and Delaney 1996 for alternating multi-whisker 139 stimulation in rats). 140
In this study, we examine the cortical response to single and paired whisker stimulation 141 with VSD methods. Our results show that paired whisker stimulation leads to sub-linear 142 summation of responses when compared to single whisker stimulation. In addition, over a 20-25 143 ms period following whisker stimulation, we find a surprising non-topographic shift in activation 144 over a distance of 1-3 barrels away from the center of the initially stimulated whisker barrel. 145 146 147 Decatur, GA) was positioned over the craniotomy. Images were collected with a Redshirt 161
MATERIALS AND METHODS 148
Imaging System running CortiPlex software (Redshirt Imaging, Decatur, GA). Initially, intrinsic 162 optical imaging (632 nm illumination) was performed by previously published methods (Cayce et 163 al, 2011) to functionally locate barrel cortex. To localize the barrels, several rostral (condition 1) 164 or caudal whiskers (condition 2) were stimulated and the activation maps were compared to a 165 blank no stimulus condition (condition 3). The imaging run consisted of 20 to 50 trials of each 166 stimulus condition. Trial averaging was used to improve signal to noise. 167 Subsequently, barrel cortex was stained with voltage sensitive dye RH-1691 or 1692 168 (Optical Imaging, New York, NY) dissolved in artificial CSF by applying, for 1.5 -2 hours, dye to 169 cortex exposed by excising the covering agar. After staining, cortex was again covered with 4% 170 agar and a glass coverslip. For VSD imaging, cortical exposure to 632 nm illumination was 171 gated by an externally controlled shutter (Uniblitz, Vincent Associates, Rochester NY) to 172 minimize light exposure and dye bleaching. To image VSD fluorescence the camera lens was 173 outfitted with a 650 nm high pass filter. The CCD camera acquired frames at either 100 Hz with 174 a 256 by 256-pixel array or 360 Hz with a 64 by 64 pixel array. 175
All whiskers were trimmed on the contralateral whisker pad except for C2, C3, and C4. 176
Individual piezoceramic actuators (Noliac, Alpharetta, GA) were arranged to contact the 177 whiskers 5 mm from each whisker base. Each piezoceramic stimulator was driven by a 20 ms 178 75 V square wave pulse (S88 stimulator, Astro-Med, West Warwick RI) calibrated to displace 179 each whisker ~250-300 μm in a rostral direction equal to a peak velocity of around 1700 180 degrees per second. For each imaging trial an in-house written computer program (LabVIEW, 181
National Instruments Corp, Austin, TX) controlled the temporal sequence of events. The 182 sequence was as follows: (1) each trial began with illumination shutter opening at 100 msec 183 prior to whisker stimulation and illumination of cortex with 632 nm light; (2) the CCD camera 184 started acquiring frames 80 ms prior to whisker stimulation; (3) at 0 ms whiskers were 185 stimulated for 20 ms; (4) at 180 ms the camera stopped collecting frames and the shutter was 186 closed blocking the 632 nm illumination; (5) an 8 s inter-stimulus interval separated trials. 187
To explore multi-whisker interactions we compared maps generated by four to six 188 (Fig 1A) . 201
After an imaging session, the brain was perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS and 202 40 μm frozen sections were cut parallel to the pial surface (tangential plane) and stained for 203 cytochrome oxidase activity (Wong-Riley 1979). The blood vessel image was aligned with the 204 vessel patterns in the most superficial sections to register the FOV with the histology (Fig 1B  205 and the cytochrome oxidase stained barrels in layer IV (Fig 1C) . The boundaries of the 206 cytochrome-defined whisker cortical barrels ( Fig 1D) were then superimposed over the optical 207
images (Figs 1E and F). 208
Image Processing: To generate maps for visualizing the spread of activity and for making 209 threshold measurements of the area of activation, the raw F/F images ( Fig 1F) were spatially 210 filtered using a spatial Gaussian filter with a sigma of 2.00 pixels for the 360 Hz images (64 x 64 211 pixels) and a sigma of 8.00 pixels for 100 Hz images (256 x 256 pixels) (Fig 1G) . With the map 212 of barrel cortex superimposed over the functional recordings, ROI's were selected with respect 213 to individual barrels. To confirm functional image alignment with the histologically determined 214 barrel field location, ROIs were also outlined using the initial area of activity after whisker 215 stimulation (thresholded above 75-90% of peak activity). The area of initial activity, before 216 spreading across the barrel field, lined up well with the primary barrel of an activated whisker 217 (Fig 1H) . To ease visualization of functional activity, images were often scaled to a color map 218 where warm to hot colors (orange, red, white) indicated the level of increased activity and cool 219 to cold colors (green, blue, black) indicated the level of decreased activity (Fig 1I and J to improve signal to noise. Figure 2 shows two plots of a % F time course. Figure 2A illustrates 230 the raw averaged % F on the y-axis plotted against the frame number (each frame 2.7 ms) on 231 the x-axis for a 100 trials of single whisker stimulation (black trace). Also plotted in Figure 2A are 232 the values collected for 100 blank trials (no stimulus, gray trace). The gradual decrease in VSD 233 amplitude was a consequence of the photobleaching of the VSD and was the same in the blank 234 and stimulus conditions. Figure 2B shows the response profile after subtracting the % F of the 235 blank (Fig 2A gray trace) from the single whisker stimulus condition (Fig 2A black trace) , which 236 removed the decay in fluorescence amplitude and revealed the change in fluorescence (% F) 237 caused by whisker stimulation. The response amplitude for each stimulus condition was 238 measured from the peak response that typically occurred in a window 10-15 ms after stimulus 239
onset (Fig 2B marked with green line). 240
Thresholding Areas of Activation and Measuring Centroid Location: As size and location 241 of activation can be influenced by thresholding criteria, we examined activation sequences with 242 different threshold criteria. As shown in Figure 3 , lower thresholds provide larger apparent 243 activation zones (e.g. 50% threshold) and higher thresholds reveal smaller activations (e.g. 90% 244 threshold). We based our threshold on two criteria: (1) the latency to initial activation was 245 consistent with electrophysiological studies and (2) the activation size was confined to the 246 whisker barrel size. Based on this, we determined that 75% was the most appropriate threshold 247 level. This criterion was also used in previous studies and agree with the profile of activation 248 spread from single barrels (in which activity in layer 2/3 is initially confined to a single barrel 249 while coordinates for the centroid of area of activation above threshold for the last frame was 259 designated ending coordinates (EC= X e ,Y e ). 260
To examine whether the centroid measurements were affected by the thresholding procedures 261
we also determined the centroid of activation by fitting, in a program written in LabVIEW (NI), 262 the unfiltered voltage sensitive dye images with a 2D Gaussian function with additional variables 263 for baseline offset and Gaussian orientation. We report only the centroid measurements as 264 determined by the thresholding procedures since we found comparable shifts in centroid activity 265 after reanalyzing all the data (average absolute difference in vector lengths and angles were 266 0.12 mm and 11.4 degrees, respectively) and highly correlated centroid coordinates (average 267 R2 = 0.86. Furthermore, to gain an estimate of the variability of the centroid location during an 268 imaging run we generated half-maps where we summed together different halves of the 269 collected trials (even vs. odd trials or first half vs. second half). While we only report findings 270 based on average maps determined from all the trials within a run, we found that the average 271 standard deviation within a run in the centroid location as determined from the xy coordinates 272 from 4 half maps (1 odd, 1 even, 1 first half, 1 second half) was only 0.121 mm (n = 3 273 experimental days, 15 whisker conditions multiplied by all centroid locations above 75% 274 threshold value). 275 276
RESULTS

277
VSD imaging provided the opportunity to evaluate at the population level spatial and 278 temporal aspects of cortical barrel response to whisker stimulation. In particular, we compared 279 the time course and amplitude of response to single and two whisker stimulation, and the 280 accompanying spatial change of activation center over time. 281
Spatiotemporal Response to Single Whisker Stimulation 282
As a first step for evaluating our VSD images we confirmed that the initial activity 283 produced by single whisker stimulation was located over the topographically appropriate barrel 284 in cortex. Previous studies of single whisker responses using VSDI reported that initial activity is 285 confined to a single barrel in layer 2/3 before rapid spreading across cortex (Petersen and 286 confirmed that initial activity was confined to a single whisker's corresponding barrel (Fig 4A-C) . 289
In Figure 4A barrels revealed with CO are outlined in white with the C2 barrel outlined in red. In 290 response to C2 whisker stimulation, the sequence of activation shown in Figure 4E (pseudo 291 color activation maps) and 4F (maps thresholded at 75% overlaid on outlines of barrel field) was 292 observed. Frame 1 (0 ms after whisker stimulation) shows the activity map at the onset of 293 whisker stimulation. At that time the change in fluorescence in the ROI was near zero and 294 comparable to spontaneous activity observed during the prior 80 ms. Significant response to 295 whisker stimulation began at frame 5 (11.2 ms after whisker stimulation), resulting in a rise in 296 fluorescence, localized over the C2 barrel. In subsequent frames 6 and 7 (14 to 16.8 ms after 297 whisker stimulation) activity quickly spread to surrounding barrels. Within a short time, from 298 frame 5 to 6 (2.8 ms), the area of activation increased to more than twice the initial area. 299
Thresholding images to 75% of peak revealed that peak activation, superimposed over the 300 barrel field map (Fig. 4F) , spread primarily along the stimulated whisker row and appeared to 301 shift slightly towards the D whisker row of barrels before subsiding below threshold by 25 ms 302 after whisker stimulation (Fig. 4F, frame 9 ). Similar patterns were observed for C3 and C4 303 whisker stimulation (Fig 4B and C) . For all three whiskers, initial activation within the barrels 304 aligned well with the histology (Fig. 4D) . The thresholded areas for the three whisker 305 stimulations 1) aligned well with their corresponding barrels, 2) did not overlap with initial 306 activation zones of other whisker stimulations, and 3) aligned in an orderly manner within the 307 barrel row. It is worth noting that when we looked at the thresholded area of initial activation (Fig  308   4D ) with respect to the barrels, the active area was actually smaller (at 75% threshold) than the 309
In a single case with particularly good signal to noise, we subdivided the trials to measure 311 the degree of variability of the sub-barrel activation areas within the first frame of activity. For 312 two runs where the C2 and C3 whiskers were stimulated, we divided our 100 trial dataset into 313 blocks of 10 (10 trials per block) and examined the degree of variability in intra-barrel location 314 for this first frame. We found that the standard deviation of the intra barrel location for C2 was 315 4.6 pixels on the x axis( ~288 μm) and 3.1 pixels on the y axis (~194 μm) and for C3 the 316 deviations were 2.1 pixels on the x axis(~131 μm) and 3.5 on the y axis (~219 μm) ( i.e. both 317 less than 300 x 250 μm, while the typical barrel size is approximately 500 x 440 μm or 8 x 7 318 pixels), indicating that the location of activation was stable within the respective barrels. For both 319 the C2 and C3 barrels the activity was offset from the geometric center and located in the more 320 rostral division of the barrel (see Fig 4D, Red and Blue areas of activity). The presence of this 321 offset indicates possible intra-barrel bias. 322
323
Spread of Activity 324
Anatomical studies report more connections between barrels in a row than within an arc; 325 consistent with this, VSD studies in mice and rats report spread of activity preferentially within a 326 barrel row (Petersen and Sakmann 2003, Armstrong-James 1992, Chapin 1986, Kleinfeld and 327 Delaney 1996 ). To examine if there was preferential spread of activity to adjacent whisker 328 barrels in our recordings we used several ROIs to measure and compare the peak response 329 amplitude in the four adjacent barrels (caudal, rostral, medial, lateral). Figure 5A shows peak 330 response amplitude of activity averaged across all cases and across C2, C3, and C4 whisker 331 stimulations for five ROIs: primary PW (yellow), rostral adjacent AW (red), caudal AW (blue), 332 medial AW (green), lateral AW (purple). As expected, the peak response amplitude in the PW 333 barrel was significantly larger than other peak fluorescent measurements in adjacent barrels 334 (p<0.0001, Student's t-test). To confirm earlier reports of preferential spread of activity within a 335 barrel row versus a barrel arc, which is also in agreement with anatomical studies showing more 336 connections within a row, we pooled the peak responses for the rostral and caudal adjacent 337 barrels and the medial and lateral barrels to compare the peak response amplitudes within the 338 barrel row and arc respectively. Figure 5B shows the comparison of peak response amplitudes 339 for the pooled adjacent arc and row barrels. The amplitude of fluorescence change was 340 significantly greater in the stimulated barrel's adjacent row barrels than adjacent arc barrels, 341 consistent with preferential spread within the barrel row (row versus arc, p<0.05, Student's t-342 test). 343
To rule out the possibility that the decline in activity in adjacent barrels was a 344 consequence of uneven staining we measured peak activation in the C2, C3 and C4 barrels in 345 response to C2, C3, and C4 whisker stimulation. The response of a barrel to the primary 346 whisker was always earlier and larger than responses to secondary whiskers. Thus the 347 response amplitudes of surrounding barrels was not at an upper limit supporting the conclusion 348 the spatiotemporal pattern of activity in response to stimulating a single whisker was not due to 349 uneven dye staining. 350
Effects of dual whisker stimulation 351
Previous electrophysiological studies have reported that, compared to single whisker shown in Figure 6 . In each sequence, the time of whisker stimulation is highlighted by the frame 358 outlined in bold. Using the peak amplitude response (see Fig 2B) , we found the response for 359 paired whisker stimulation under these conditions was significantly sub-linear (p < 0.001, 360
Students t-test). Pooling measurements for all cases (n = 4) gave population responses for the 361 PW, AW, paired PW+AW, and Linear Sum conditions. As quantified in Figure 7 , across cases 362 we found: 1) PW responses were significantly greater than AW (p<0.01, Students t-test), 2) 363 paired PW+AW responses where significantly greater than PW (p<0.01, Students t-test), and 3) 364 paired PW+AW responses were significantly smaller than the linear sum of single AW and PW 365 responses (p<0.001, Students t-test), indicating sub-linear summation (Fig 7) . Collectively these 366 findings point toward a spatial temporal inhibitory process leading to sub-linear responses to 367 paired stimulation, in agreement with the reported effect of paired stimulation in mouse VSD 368
recordings (Civilico and Contreras 2006). 369
Shifting Centroid of Activation 370
As shown in Figure 4 , the area of evoked activity showed a distinct pattern of activation; 371 starting with a small focal area of activity (11.2 ms post stimulus) centered over the principal 372 whisker's barrel, rapidly expanding primarily within a barrel row (12-18 ms), followed by a 373 decline in area of activation (20-25 ms) and return to baseline. Surprisingly, the center of 374 activation appears to shift over time. In Figure 8A , the center of activity (75% threshold) shifted 375 from the C2 barrel (first panel), towards a location roughly between the C2 and C3 (second 376 panel), then towards a location more in the septal area between the C2 and D2 barrels (third 377 panel), then into the D2 barrel itself (fourth and fifth panel). [See Fig 8B and Movie2.] As shown 378 in Figure 8C , overlaying the earliest frame of activity above threshold (11.2ms after stimulus 379 onset) and the final frame of activity above threshold (22.4ms after stimulus onset) revealed a 380 clear spatial shift in the location of activation. The shift in activation was confirmed by plotting 381 time courses of activation at the initial (SC, blue) and final (EC, red) centers of activation above 382 threshold (Fig 8D) . Plotting the change in fluorescence (above threshold activity over time) for 383 the two regions of interest revealed two temporally distinct peaks of activation indicative of a 384 clear shift in activation over both space and time. This shift was not simply due to variability of 385 signal. In fact, at 75% threshold, in the first frame, activity was centered on the initial start point 386 (SC ROI) and had not yet reached the end point (EC ROI); in the last two frames, activity had 387 fallen below threshold at the start point but was still above threshold in the end point (Fig 8D) . 388 This is consistent with a true shift in center of activation. 389
We examined whether this shift occurred across all cases and whether it occurred under 390 both single and dual whisker stimulation conditions. If the spread of activity was determined by 391 the intrinsic connectivity of the barrel cortex (i.e. preferential spread within the row) then the 392 expectation would be that the shift in activity over time would be similar for single or paired 393 whisker stimulations. We found that shifts in activation center occurred consistently across 394 cases, and furthermore, that this shift tended to occur in the posteromedial direction towards the 395 more ventral whisker row and more caudal whisker arc. The mean distance of the shift was 396 1.2mm (n=15) with 100% (15/15) of the shifts moving towards the more ventral whisker row and 397 80% (12/15) of the shifts moving towards the more caudal whisker arcs. There was no 398 significant difference in the mean distance of the shift between paired and single stimulations. towards the C3 whisker barrel in two cases. Moreover, such shifts were also observed under 405 dual whisker stimulation conditions. Six cases are shown in the lower illustrations in Figure 9A . 406 (left: 3 cases C2+C3; right: 3 cases C3+C4). A summary of all cases (both single and dual 407 whisker stimulation conditions) is shown in Figure 9B . All cases are displayed so that the 408 primary whisker barrel is centered over the C3 barrel. We observed that all activations shifted 409 towards the more ventral whisker rows (D and E: blue and purple rows), with no shift towards 410 the more dorsal whisker rows (A and B: orange and red rows). Shifts toward caudal arcs were 411 also more common than towards anterior arcs. Thus, our 15 cases showed an overall trend for 412 shift in activation in the posteromedial direction of cortex towards the more ventral whisker rows 413 and more caudal whisker arcs. Such a directional shift is consistent with known anisotropies in 414 underlying interbarrel connections (see discussion). 415
DISCUSSION 416
Summary 417
We used VSD imaging to examine cortical activity population responses to single and 418 simultaneous dual whisker deflections in urethane-anesthetized rat barrel cortex. We found that 419 activation to single whisker stimulation originated at the principal whisker barrel and quickly 420 
Spatiotemporal Responses 428
The VSDI responses measured in barrel cortex to whisker stimulation showed several 429 spatiotemporal characteristics consistent with previous studies. In the temporal structure of the 430 images, detecting responses as early as 11ms after whisker stimulation corresponded with the 431 known timing of excitatory activity reaching layer 2/3 of cortex (Armstrong-James et al 1992). 432
The spatial profile of the VSD images showed initial focal activity roughly the diameter of a 433 barrel column (~400 m) followed by a rapid horizontal spread preferentially within a whisker 434 row and then to surrounding cortex in agreement with previous studies (Petersen and Sakmann 435
2001, Kleinfeld and Delaney 1996). Similarly, in previous studies using electrophysiology and 436 VSDI of barrel cortex, it was shown that responses start in layer 4 of barrels, progress vertically 437 directly above the barrel into layer 2/3, and then spread horizontally in layer 2/3 in a "pagoda 438 
Tanifuji et al 1994). 440
We did note in a single case with particularly good signal to noise, the initial area of 441 activation above threshold was confined to an area within the single barrel. Because the signal 442 to noise for the two barrels was exceptionally strong we were able to sub divide the trials to 443 measure the degree of variability of sub-barrel activation area. For both, the center of activation 444 was located rostral from the geometric center of the barrel, consistent with our caudal to rostral 445 direction of whisker stimulation. Thus, based on the data analysis from these two barrels, our 446 results could be consistent with the presence of an intra-barrel somatotopic directional map 447 
Paired Stimulation 460
The study of cortical responses to paired simultaneously stimulated whiskers was 461 designed to examine how multiple foci of activity were integrated in cortex. Previous studies 462 intracortical connections are stronger between barrels in the same row than between rows, and, 508 moreover, a large directional bias in connections towards the more anterior barrel row in cortex 509 (corresponding to the more ventral whisker row on the face, closer to the mouth). The 510 asymmetries in connections coupled with the functional asymmetries in inhibition are further 511 confirmed in early 2-deoxyglucose (2DG) studies in behaving animals where the majority of 512 activation is observed in the barrels of the more ventral and caudal whiskers followed by a clear 513 global gradient of declining activity towards the barrels of the more dorsal and rostral whiskers 514 (McCasland et al 1991) . 515
Our data add an interesting temporal component to these spatial relationships. First, we 516 suggest that the anisotropic connections within barrel rows are likely to underlie our observed 517 preferential spread of VSD signal along, rather than across, rows. We also propose that the 518 temporal posteromedial shift derives from the presence of stronger anatomical connections with 519 anterior than posterior barrel rows. The tendency for activity to move in the posteromedial 520 direction (towards the ventral and caudal whiskers) would further explain the enhanced activity 521 in these barrels found with 2DG studies. Furthermore, the time course of this shift is consistent 522 with delays associated with the interbarrel propagation of activity. Under normal whisking 523 conditions, the summation of spreading EPSPs towards posteromedial direction in cortex (i.e. 524 the ventral and caudal whiskers) would bring the potentials closer to threshold, leading to higher 525 firing rates, which results in higher activity of these barrels with respect to the entire barrel field. 526
Such a functional bias could be important for integrating salient sensory information from the 527 ventral/caudal large vibrissae close to the mouth. 528
Analysis of the location of the centroid of activation above threshold over time found a 529 preferential shift of the center of activation towards the more ventral whisker rows and more 530 caudal whisker arcs. These findings suggest that the inhibitory component of a barrel response 531 is stronger in the lateral portion of the barrel field, resulting in activity above threshold being 532 sustained longer and spread preferentially into the ventral/caudal whisker barrels. This effect 533 could be related to the optimal sequence of whisker stimulation (Kleinfeld and Delaney 1996, 534 
